Microsoft nominates InSpark as #1
Partner
AMSTERDAM, 8 JUNE 2018 - InSpark wins the Microsoft Country Partner of the
Year award. Every year, Microsoft Netherlands awards this prestigious title to a
partner that excels in the field of digital innovation. With the Partner of the
Year award, Microsoft rewards InSpark's strategic choice to be fully committed
to accelerating digital transformations. Microsoft's CEO Satya Nadella will
present the award during the partner conference Inspire, next month in Las
Vegas.

Accreditation and acknowledgement
"Accelerating our customers' business with impactful innovations, that is what we
work so hard for, each and every day. It's the ultimate reason why InSpark was
founded ten years ago. This award acknowledges the results we achieve for our
customers and confirms our growth strategy. We're right on track to become the
number one full service Microsoft Partner for Dutch organizations by 2020. This
award is a milestone that we owe to our customers' trust as well as to the limitless
commitment of our experts with a true passion for the Microsoft platform. I'm very
proud of that," says Laurens Frijters, Managing Director of InSpark.

Impact through expertise
"To really step up the pace of their customers' digital transformation, InSpark itself
must transform as well. This requires vision and courage. InSpark's leading
expertise and solutions in the field of Office 365, Azure, Cloud Security and Data &
AI contribute to the accelerated adoption of Microsoft technologies by our joint
customers. This expert impact and the way InSpark truly inspires partners,
customers and Microsoft itself, were decisive in our choice to award InSpark," said
Ernst-Jan Stigter, Managing Director of Microsoft Netherlands.

We are InSpark
The time to accelerate is now. InSpark supports organizations in the process of
their digital transformation. Our innovations ensure lasting results through
impactful solutions. InSpark's professionals have in-depth expertise in Microsoft
technology. Full service and full force, so that customers and employees can get
the most out of technology. Now and in the future. InSpark is Microsoft Gold
Partner, Country Partner of the Year 2018, Hybrid Cloud Partner 2017 and multiple
winner of the FD Gazelle award. Read more at www.inspark.nl.

